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AG Neovo QX-32 Display

Specifications

Product type Surveillance monitor
Display size 81.3 cm (32.0")
Physical resolution 3840 x 2160 4K UHD
Contrast 20,000,000:1
Brightness 350 cd/m²
Viewing angle (horizontal / vertical) 178° / 178°
Backlight White LED
Signal input 1 x DVI (digital)

1 x DisplayPort (digital)
1 x HDMI (digital)
1 x VGA (analogue)

Additional connections USB hub
Colour Black
Speakers Yes
Operating time (max.) 24 hours/day
VESA mounting points 400 x 200 mm

200 x 200 mm
Energy efficiency class G
Energy efficiency class range A - G
Energy consumption 50 kWh / 1000 h
Energy consumption (standby) < 0.5 W
Weight 15.7 kg
Includes Power cable

Batteries
Remote control
HDMI cable

Product details

The QX-32 public display from AG Neovo will fit perfectly in your workplace, offering you a comfortable and modern
working atmosphere. It's designed in an elegant black and measured at 81.3 cm (32.0") diagonally. Whether you
need it for client meetings or at the office — this monitor's versatility won't let you down. When needed, you can
mount it on a wall. The high 20,000,000:1 contrast ratio and the substantial brightness value of 350 cd/m² mean
you'll be able to comfortably work in areas with a lot of direct sunlight. Its high 3840 x 2160 resolution allows you to
use it for PowerPoint presentations, video conference calls and more. AG NeovoQX-32 monitor delivers sharp
images, no matter what you're using it for. With the white LED backlighting your eyes won't easily become tired and
you can read for longer periods of time. This monitor has a built-in speaker, which means you don't need to plug in
extra devices for sound and can save your desk from clutter. This model has an B energy efficiency rating.
From the moment you order to the delivery of your purchase — experience all-round excellent service. Order now!
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